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Abstract. Many physical processes are described by conservative quasilinear sys-
tems of equations that admit a supplementary independent conservation law. A typical
example is the equations of incompressible fluid dynamics. If for basic equations the
conservation laws of the momentum and the volume are chosen then the conservation
law of the energy is an additional conservation law. In the present paper all conserva-
tion laws for incompressible fluid dynamics are derived and the symmetric forms of its
equations are obtained. Godunov's method of symmetrization is generalized for the case
of an arbitrary quasilinear system of equations.

1. Introduction. Because of the importance of the incompressible fluid flow equa-
tion, the investigations concerned with the existence, uniqueness, and stability of solu-
tions of the initial-boundary value problems and their numerical implementations are
numerous [1]—[4]. As a rule, results in those directions are obtained by means of the
well-known conservation laws: of energy, momentum, mass, [1]—[4].

Traditional methods for obtaining conservation laws are based on Noether's theorem
coupled with group analysis, differential forms, etc., [5]—[8]. Here we use a method
proposed by Rozdestvenskii [9]. It relies on a direct analysis for compatibility of an
overdetermined system of first-order partial differential equations for density and fluxes
of an arbitrary conservation law. Let us mention in passing that the methods of the type
we have mentioned are those employed when all conservation laws for other important
systems of continuum mechanics [9]—[15] are derived.

The remainder of the paper consists of two parts. In the first, part (Sec. 2) the full set
of conservation laws for the Euler equations of an incompressible fluid is obtained. Part
of these conservation laws are derived in [7] using Noether's theorem; other preliminary
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papers study the group properties of this system. In [10] it is shown that all first-order
integral invariants are linear combinations of the momentum, energy, and vorticity.

In the second part (Sees. 3, 4) of the paper the system of equations for an incom-
pressible fluid is written in a symmetric form. Such forms are known for a number of
hyperbolic systems of mathematical physics (for example, gas dynamics [16], [17], and
magnetohydrodynamics [18]). An important example of a system that is evolutionary
but not hyperbolic is provided by the Euler equations for incompressible fluids. In Sec.
4, Godunov's symmetrization method is generalized for an arbitrary conservative quasi-
linear system of equations with a complementary conservation law.

2. Conservation laws in incompressible fluid dynamics. The equations of an
incompressible, inviscid fluid in the absence of body forces read

dui dui dp
-gi-+S>ai"+ &-=»• • = ' »• I2-1)

3=1

n 0

Eg-0- <2-2>
i— 1

where it,, i = 1,..., n, are the components of the velocity and p is the pressure.
Here and henceforth we assume that the functions considered possess all necessary

derivatives. Also we shall not explicitly specify the domain of the variables.
The classical conservation laws are obtained for (2.1), (2.2) as follows. We multiply

(2.2) by Ui (i = 1,..., n) and add the equations that express the conservation law of the
momentum

^ + £ + ?<M±£> = o. (2.3)
Ot ^ OXj OXi

j=1 3 1

We multiply the ?'th (i — l,...,n) equation of (2.1) by Ui, the equation (2.2) by
{p + 0.5[u\ + ■ ■ ■ + u^)) and take the sum of the resulting equations and obtain the
conservation law of the energy

nO / / in \\

= 0. (2.4)

Could any other conservation laws be derived from the equations (2.1), (2.2)? Before
answering this question we shall specify the notion of conservation law [9].

Definition 2.1. An equation of the type

that is a consequence of the system (2.1), (2.2) is called a first-order conservation law
(or simply a conservation law) of the system (2.1), (2.2), where the functions T. X' are
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called the density and fluxes of the conservation law (2.5). The conservation laws of the
system (2.1), (2.2) are independent when the corresponding vector functions

^3 (i, X\ , . . . , Xn, U\ , . . . , Un,p) = [T, X^, ... , X^

are linearly independent.

Theorem 1. The full system of conservation laws for incompressible fluid dynamics is
the following:

/ _ \

i_1 i_1 VI#}
Uj+T0(s), s = (t,x i,...,xn), (2.6)

X2 = aui (p + ^ j^u? \ + (jr(3li{t)xi +0l{t) Qw- +p)
J=1 / \ Z = 1Wi /

i=i
j^^-(i)x{+^(t) (2.7)
i=i

Ui ~f- Si (5),

/ ^
n n

0{{t)xixk + ^p\{t)xi + y0(t)
k,l=1 1=1

\ k^l )

where a is an arbitrary constant, the functions /3( satisfy the conditions = —ffj, i 7^ j,
and Pi (t), 70 (t) are arbitrary functions. To(t) and 6i(x) satisfy the equation

Mb v^i = 0
i=l 1

Corollary. The only linearly independent conservation laws that do not depend ex-
plicitly on time and space are the classical conservation laws: the conservation laws of
the volume (2.1), the momentum (2.3), and the energy (2.4).

Proof. In (2.5), T, X1,..., Xn are the desired functions of the variables t, x\,..., xn,
U\,... ,un, p, and each of the variables u\,... ,un, p depends on t, Xi,... ,xn. The
subscripts further show partial derivatives in the system of the independent variables
t, xi,...,xn, ui p. If in (2.5) we differentiate T, X1,..., Xn as compound
functions and eliminate the derivatives with respect to t and x with the help of (2.1),
(2.2), we obtain a linear relation with respect to space partial derivatives, which must
be zero for arbitrary values of the solution derivatives. As a result there arises a system
of n(n + 1) + 1 first-order partial differential equations for the functions T, X1,..., Xn.
The first group of equations is

-ujTui +X3U1 =0, j = 2,...,n; (1.1 .j)

-UiTuj+X1 = 0, i = l,...,n, i ^ j, (1 .i.j)
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u\TUl - UjTUj - + X:u. =0, j-2,...,n\ (l.j.j)

the second one is

Tp = 0, (2.i.0)

-TUi+Xp = 0, i — 1,..., n; (2A A)

and the third one is
n

Tt + '£xXt=0. (2.8)
1=1

It follows from (2.i.0), (2A.i) that xpp = 0, i = 1,..., n, and from (1 A.j) that XUjP = 0,
i,j = 1 i ^ j. Therefore,

X' = X{(ui,s)p + X2(ui,...,u„,s), i=l,...,n. (2.9)

Then, from (2A.i) we get n representations for T:

T = J Xl(ui,s)dui + Tl(ui:...,ui-I,ui+I,...,un,s), i = l,...,n.

For i j we differentiate with respect to ut the equality

J ^\ dUi + T (u j, . . . , Hi— 1, . • • , Un, &)

= J X{ (■Uj,s) duj + TJ (ui,..., Uj_i, uJ + i, ...,u„,s)

to establish that

TJ = J X{(ui,s)dui + T?(ui;,...,un),

where T/ does not depend on Ui,Uj. Since i, j were arbitrary, we conclude that

T = J2 [ Xi(uk,s)dUl + To(s). (2.10)
fc=l ^

, (2.10), we get

X\ =ui J X32(s,uj)duj +X%j{s,ui,...,uj-i,uj+i,...,un), i, j = 1,... ,n. (2.11)

lat
n

X2 =Ui^ / X((s,Uj)dUj + Xl2(s,Ui), 7 = 1,...,71, (2.12)
3 = 1

arbitrary function. Indeed, 1
We introduce (2.11) into (l.i.j) and obtain

fc=i'
Combining (l.l.j), (2.9), (2.10), we get

We will show that

3=1'

where X' is an arbitrary function. Indeed, let us fix i and let k ^ j, j ^ i, 1 < k, j < n.

| (5, U/,.) ,
ouk

or, what is the same,

= u, J Xf(a,uk)duk + X2',
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where Xu is an arbitrary function that does not depend on Uk,u. We substitute (2.12)
into (2.9) and conclude that, at this stage of the proof, for the function X' we have the
representations

n

Xi =Xi(s,ui) + uiY/M(s,uJ) + X2{s,ui), i = 1,... ,n. (2.13)
j'=i

We substitute (2.10) and (2.13) into Eqs. (i.j.j) and, after a suitable rearranging, we get

JdXi(s,Ul) _ dXl&Uj)}
p[ duj dUl J J,A8'ui'---'unh

where

Fj = uiX}(s,ui) — UjX{(s,Uj) — J X{(s,Uj) duj

J X}(s, dx\ dxl
+ /X1(S,„1)d„1 + _ + _, j = 2,... ,n.

Since the variable p can take arbitrary values, we have

dXi(s,u,j) _ dX\(s,ui)
dui du\

= a(s), j = 2,..., n, (2.14)

Fj= 0, j = 2,...,n, (2.15)

where a(s) is an arbitrary function. Prom (2.14) we get

X( = a(s)uj +0j(s), j = 2,... ,n, (2.16)

where a(s),/3(s) are arbitrary functions. We substitute (2.16) into (2.14) and, after
suitable rearranging, we get

_ / \ ^ / \ 9 dX^2 „ / \ 9 3 / % 9 d^(s^ Uj*)2/?i(s)uj + -a(s)u1 - -g— = 2f3j(s)uj + ~a{s)uJ ^ j = l,...,n.

These equalities are true if and only if

2(3j{s)uj + §a(s)u) - dX^u^ = lis), j = l,...,n,

where 7(s) is an arbitrary function. Hence

_■ u3
XJ2 = 7 {s)uj + a(s)-± +Pj{s)u2: + 6j(s), j = l,...,n,
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where <5(s) is an arbitrary function. At this stage of the proof, the functions T, X1,..., Xn
have the representations

/ \ n n

T = -w~Y^u2i + +T°^s^
j=i j=i

X1 = a(s)u,i |p + + A(s) Qui +?) (2-17)

n

+ Uj Pj(s)uj + 7(s)u,: + 6i(s).
3 =1

Further, we substitute T and X1, i = 1 from (2.17) into (2.1) and equate the
coefficients of the like monomials of ui,..., un, p. Thus we get the following system of
partial differential equations (i,j = 1,n):

(1) Pit + 7Xi = 0,

(2) Ax, = 0,
(3) ±at+ /%x. =0, (2.18)

(4) 0jXi + PiXj = 0,

(5) = 0,
and the equation in the theorem for Tq, 8\,Sn.

From (2.18.2), (2.18.5) it follows that a = const. The formulas for /?,; and 7 are
obtained from (2.18.2)-(2.18.4) and (2.18.1) respectively. The theorem is proved.

3. Symmetric forms for the incompressible fluid flow equations. The conser-
vation laws of the volume (2.2) and the momentum (2.3) generate a conservative system
of (n + 1) equations with (n + 1) unknowns:

a pO ra n p.7

-8r+Ea£=o. i = (U »■ (3-I»
j=1 3

where

^o=°> pi=ui> i =

pi =UiUj, i^j, P- = \vt + p, i,j = l,...,n.

The conservation law of the energy

3=1

where

Q° = \j2 QJ = u3 (p + \uf) . j =
3=1 ^ '
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is a complementary conservation law that is linearly independent with the conservation
laws (3.1). It turns out that the presence of complementary conservation laws implies a
number of special properties of the system (3.1).

Theorem 2. The system (3.1) for smooth solutions admits the following forms:

8 (dR°\ A d (OR1 \ n ,-I hr- = 0, k = 1,..., n, (3.3)dt \dq0 J dxi \ dqk J
1= I

where
l X A

Qo=P~ 2 1]=uv J = 1, - - -, ri,
J = 1

\# = ® U + f+ ̂ £9?
s=l V s=l

/

i = 1,..., n;

+ <">
i=l

where g = (go, ft, • • ■, <7n)Tr, and A1 = ||ajm|| are symmetric matrices with components
g2Rr

a\m ~ p a—, =
UQl uQm

V dt dx

where Bl = ||£>jm|| are symmetric matrices with components

0 _5V Lol 6o _ g2g° m_oi00 ^ '2 > "Im ~ Q Q ) ' f m, m — A5g02 9o' 'm dqidqn

^II o ~o 9~ 9 ' ^ 1, . . . , 77-,

)'*■))

1 <92p° Ll
"a~2 + W +

3 i 5 Si , L
oft + H—22 dqf qf^ii 0 ft + Q 2 „2 ' ^ 1, . . . , 71,

60m = rf -f ' w=l,...,n,
aqodq-rn

Ui 1 , , . ,bim = oft + ^—» m = 1,... ,n, « = 1,...,n,3
1 d2ft
2 Sgodg*'

1 I 92 Si , L
3* + a,? + ^

50t = o + O 5—. i = 71,

= oft + "Tnr + -2> 1 ̂  / = !,•••,71, i =

where

  n I Qi QnQi — I ? • • • ?
,90 90
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Gi are arbitrary functions, and Ll are arbitrary constants.

Remark. If n = 2, then

1o = P~ +u%), qi=U!, q2 = u2i

— 2(9? + ^2)1 — h (qo + y + y) ' R2 = Q2 yqo + ^

0 1 0

9? , 4

000 010 001
,4U = 0 1 0 , A1 = I Aq\ q2 , A2 = 0 q2 q,

0 0 1 0 ® 9i 1 ?i 4 <7;;
Now (also in the case n = 3) it is reasonable to use the canonical quasilinear form

(3.4) for construction of difference schemes (or finite element approximations) that satisfy
discrete analogs of (3.3). Difference schemes with such conservative properties for the
compressible Euler equations are served in [19, 20] and, for the equations of nonlinear
elasticity, in [21].

Proof. Following the idea of Godunov [16], to find the functions <7,(ui,... ,un,p), we
multiply the corresponding equations (3.1) by qu add them and compare with (3.2):

duj (dui dfuiuj) d (1 2 .
^ dxj ^ \ dt ^ dx,
J = 1 J 1= 1 \ J = 1 J

0=1

The equality will be satisfied if the following equalities for differentials hold:
n 1 n

^2q,dut = ^d'Y^u], (3.6)2
i=i j=1

qodu, + qrd Qujf + p) + Xj 1jduiuj = d ( ui ( P + 7, ̂ i = 1,... ,n. (3.7)

From (3.7) at i = 1, after equating the expressions in front of the corresponding differ-
entials, we get the formulas for g,; from (3.3). It is easy to check that these qt satisfy the
other equalities in (3.6), (3.7). Now, for P- we get

Pq = 0, P° = qi, i = 1,... ,n,

1 "
Pj=q,qj, i¥=j, pl = % + q? + i,j = h-

As one can easily verify,

2
S=1

dpj dPf . . ,
~K— = > s,t,j = l,...,n.
vQi

Hence, the expressions ^"=1 Pjdqj, s = 1,..., n, are total differentials of some function,
namely, Rs, s = 1,..., n.
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To obtain (3.5) from (3.3) we have to solve the system of equations

+ i,r,s = 0,...,». (3.8)
f-< dqs dqidqsk=0

It is easy to show that
dbl f)b!w"rs "urm

^q rn dqs

Hence, the expressions X^=o Ks^ls are total differentials from some function x/jlr. Then,
the system (3.8) can be recast as follows:

dip1 d2R
r)n„ ' f)n

or, after an integration,

dqs ' ^ dqs \qk ~dqk J dqrdqs

71 TDi

iplr + = -Q~2 + Kr (KV = constant). (3.9)
k=0 9k

Since the matrices B1 are symmetric,

M = h< =hl = M
3qs rs sr dqr '

Therefore, the expressions X]"=o ^Pr'^'lr are total differentials of some functions For
these functions we obtain from (3.9) the independent equations

" ^ QJji " ^
yt qu q— = Rl + ^2 Klqk + L' (Ll = constant), i = 1,... ,n.
k=0 ®k k=0

The solution of these equations can be written in the form
1 ra / \

ipl = / ~(qoT, ...,qn T)dr + 'V\Klqk + Ll ln(q0,... ,qn) + gl ) , (3.10)
Jo T \9o qoj

where gl are arbitrary functions of their argument. Now, for blks we find that

bi = = _d_ f dipl\
hs dqs dqs \dqk)

L1 1 d2Rl{q0T,...,qnT) d2gi { d28ks
CLT + —   h L

(3.11)

r dqkdqs dqkdqs dqkdqs

(6ks is Kronecker's symbol). Finally, substituting the expressions for R1 into (3.1), we
obtain the formulas for blem in the theorem. The theorem is proved.

4. A generalization of the Godunov symmetrization method for an arbi-
trary conservative system. Consider the quasilinear system

m n

= (4-1)
i= 1 1=1 1

where u = (ui,...,un) is an n-dimensional vector and Az(u) = ||A^(u)|| are m x n
matrices.
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Definition 4.1. If the equation

£dtr"> <4-2>
i=1 1

is a consequence of the system (4.1), then (4.2) is called a conservation law for the system
(4.1), explicitly independent of the independent variables xi, i = 1,n. The system
(4.1) is called conservative, if it possesses n independent conservation laws Qi,... ,Qn,
i.e., when there exists k, 1 < k < m, such that

^ o. (4.3)
d[ui,... ,un\

Further, we consider only conservative systems of equations

^ dpiM) , ,
E^=°> J = (4.4)
i=i 1

which admit complementary conservation laws of the form (4.2), linearly independent
from the conservation laws (4.4).

If the system (4.4) is x^-hyperbolic in the sense of Friedrichs [9] (very often xis
time) and if Qk is a convex function, then Qk is called a generalized entropy [16], [17].
Then (4.4) can be written in terms of new dependent variables ^ = <?,(«)> i = 1,..., n,
as a symmetric hyperbolic system; and, conversely, if the hyperbolic system (4.4) is
symmetrizable, then it possesses a generalized entropy [16], [17], [18].

Theorem 3. Let (4.4) be a conservative quasilinear system of equations possessing a
complementary conservation law (4.2), linearly independent of the conservation laws
(4.4). In addition, suppose that the algebraic system of equations for the unknowns Xj

dP° 0$*
^X'dZ = d^' (4-5)
j= 1 ^

has a solution. Then, there exists an image onto qi = qi(u), i = 1,n, such that (4.4)
admits the following form:

UM)--0' - (4-6)
where

n

/,' - NTr/.y; • Q . i = 1,..., n;
3=1

£*«)£-<>. <«)
i= 1

where A'(q) are symmetric matrices, and

dq d{B'q)

where B' = Bl(q) are also symmetric matrices.
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Proof. One accomplishes this proof by the same scheme as the proof of Theorem 2.
Now, for the unknown functions one obtain the equalities

n

Y,1idP]=dQ\ »=l,...,n. (4.9)
3=1

Deriving them in detail, we get the over-determined system (4.5) and, from the condition
of independency, it follows that there exists k, 1 < k < m, such that

det dP?
due ± 0.

Then, from (4.5), when s = k one obtains a system from which, in a unique way, one gets
the unknown functions. Hence, this is the unique solution of (4.5). Prom the equality

D(Pi,---,Pn) . a(gi,...,gn) = D{Pi,...,Pn) ^ 0
D{qi,---,qn) D(ui,...,un) D{ui,...,un)

it follows that the image <7,; = qi{u) is a one-to-one transformation (locally).
We will prove that, in the new variables qt, the functions Pi = Pi{q) satisfy the

conditions
dPs dPf
—-5- = —i,j = s= (4.10)
OQj OQi

For this purpose we will first prove the equalities

dPg d$
dqe dq,
dPs d&s

= e,m = l,...,n, s = (4.11)
fc=1

Indeed, in view of the relations (4.5) we obtain

dPi A /A dPf dm \ A dui (A dP? \ dQorj _ \ / \ - ori qui \ _ ^ (MM / \ ^ |

i=i q° dn ~hq\hdui dqu ~ h dq> \hQl du< J ~
Hence, after equalizing the second mixed derivatives of (4.11) we get the conditions
(4.10). It follows from (4.10) that Pi^qi is a total differential of some functions Rs,
i.e., Pf = dRs/dqi, i = 1,m. Putting these expressions for P" in (4.4), we get (4.6).
From (4.9) the representations of Rs in the theorem follow. Conversely, if we multiply
each fcth equation of (4.6) by qk and add the results, we will get (4.4).

One obtains (4.7) from (4.6) after a straightforward differentiation, and a\s can be
obtained in the same manner as in Theorem 2. Thus the theorem is proved.

This work is supported by the Bulgarian Ministry of Education, Science and Tech-
nologies under Grant MM-524/95.
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